
The iPaaS built for HR
The Cloud Connectors iPaaS was specifically designed for HR technology integrations. Our unique integration 
approach features a universal integration language, facilitating integration creation and reusability across any 
HR systems.  Complex projects suddenly becomes easy, massively reducing project timelines and 
maintenance costs. Our customers like our iPaaS for our rich pre-built smart connectors, our complex 
connections capabilities, our infinite scalability, and our perfect and reliable execution.  And with monitoring at 
a distance capabilities, agility, data health tracking and a complete notification solution, thecloudconnectors.io 
truly makes integration simpler.  

We are continuously releasing new solutions to UKG customers. Not seeing a package/solution you are 
looking for?  Do not hesitate to contact us.  Our UKG connectors makes it easy to build any scalable and 
tailored integrations.  

Data Security
Working with candidate and employee 

data requires data processing security. We 
comply with the highest standards certified 

or compliant to SOC 2 Type 2, Privacy 
Shield and GDPR.

HR Specialists
Each team member has at least 18 years of 

experience in the HR software market, 
providing comprehensive, efficient and 

dedicated expertise to ensure state of the 
art integrations.

150+ pre-built connectors
Drive efficiency and ROI with over 150+ 
prebuilt connectors including UltiPro, 

Kronos,  BrassRing, iCIMS, Oracle Talent 
Acquisition Cloud (Taleo), Oracle Taleo 

Business Edition, SmashFly, Yello, Interact 
and many more or upcoming.

Key Differentiators
Universal integration language - SQL for 

integration.  Our clients appreciate shorter 
development timelines, comprehensive 
pricing and niche HR expertise.  Lowest 

total cost of ownership in the market, with 
the highest value.   

Data Conformity
Our singular work process delivers clean 

data from day one, enabling you to 
optimize BI tools, ensuring HR data 

confidence, and provide strategic insights 
for executives.

Our HR iPaaS
Our Smart Connectors, combined with our
HR dedicated iPaaS, allows to implement
the best integrations to and from UKG
on the market. Out of the box and
customized integrations are available to
meet your needs. 


